Articles Published by the American Maritain Association¹: 1981-2014²


¹ This list was initially compiled under the direction of Alice Osberger (the Administrative Assistant of the AMA) and was reviewed and completed through 2014 by Michael D. Torre (its President then); he is the author of all of the footnotes.

² During its first ten years (from 1977-1986), the Association published only one volume: a set of papers from a “Conference-Seminar” on *The Degrees of Knowledge* held at St. Louis University in 1980. It published this work in 1981, printed by the Christian Board of Publication of St. Louis. Although of book length (235 pages), it had more the appearance of a set of typed papers than a book. It is no longer in print. Deal W. Hudson (then the Vice President of the AMA) and Matthew J. Mancini (then his colleague at Emory University) pointed the way to what the AMA could accomplish, jointly editing *Understanding Maritain: Philosopher and Friend*. This hard-bound book, published by Mercer University Press in 1988, was substantially taken from the papers of the AMA’s 1985 conference in Atlanta. Starting with its 1987 conference, and for every subsequent year thereafter, the AMA has published a book of the best essays from its yearly conference. The first, *Jacques Maritain: The Man And His Metaphysics*, was also published in 1988. It is now out of print. Its next volume, *Freedom in the Modern World: Jacques Maritain, Yves R. Simon, Mortimer J. Adler*, was published in 1989; its first printing was sold out, but its second printing, of 1990, is still in print. All of its subsequent volumes are also still in print. Starting with its next volume, published in 1990, Anthony O. Simon oversaw AMA publications. He was their General Editor for twelve volumes, through 2004. Michael D. Torre was the second AMA General Editor and oversaw the publication of eight volumes, from 2009 through 2013. Giuseppe Butera became General Editor in 2013 and is responsible for the two volumes published in 2014. Every President, starting with Deal Hudson, was responsible for editing at least one volume. Its first six volumes, from 1988-1995, were distributed by the University of Notre Dame Press; from 1997 to the present, they have been distributed by the Catholic University of America Press. The books publish around 20 of the 50-60 papers usually given at its yearly conference. The AMA established a peer-review process in 2012 and all of the essays now published, from 2014 forward, are first subject to the blind peer review of previous editors.

³ Whenever a person’s religious order is given, the title of “Sr.” or “Br.” has not been included.


---

4 The titles in this volume, as well as in other volumes of the series, were italicized; they are not italicized in this list. When a word was unitalicized for emphasis, it is italicized in this list (see FitzGerald, 1994).

5 Occasionally, throughout the volumes, a person’s middle initial has at times been given and at times has not been given. In all such cases, the initial is included, even when not so given in the book.

6 Occasionally, throughout the volumes, a person’s first name at times is initialled and at times is given in full. In all such cases, the first name is given in full, even when not so given in the book.


Cuddeback, John A. “A Free Culture: Living the Primacy of the For-Itself.” The Human Person and a Culture of Freedom (2009), pp. 47-60.


De Haan, Daniel D. “Simon and Maritain on the Vocation of Species in Medio.” Redeeming Philosophy: From Metaphysics to Aesthetics (2014), pp. 54-82.


---

7 The title of this entire article was italicized; the italicization of the Latin is retained here.


---

8 The title of this entire article was italicized; the italicization of the Latin is retained here.


---

9 Occasionally, throughout the volumes, a person’s middle name at times is initialled and at times is given in full. In all such cases, the middle name is given in full, even when not so given in the book.


---

10 The title of this entire article was italicized; the italicization of the Latin is retained here.


Hanke, John W. “Maritain’s Philosophy of Art and Poetry.” Selected Papers From the Conference-Seminar on Jacques Maritain’s The Degrees of Knowledge (1981), 61-80.


11 The title of this entire article was italicized; the italicization of the Latin is retained here.


12 The title of this entire article was italicized; the italicization of the Latin is retained here.

13 Occasionally, throughout the volumes, a person’s “title” (i.e. “Rabbi,” “Rev.”) has at times been given and at times has not been given. In all such cases, the title is given, even when not so given in the book.


---

14 This author’s name is always given as in his second article; it is given diversely in his various articles.


15 Occasionally, throughout the volumes, the abbreviation of a person’s religious order has at times been given and at times not. In all such cases, the abbreviation is given, even when not so given in the book.


Simpson, Peter L.P. “‘We are Bruised Souls’: Maritain’s America Fifty Years On.” *The Renewal of Civilization: Essays in Honor of Jacques Maritain* (2010), pp. 3-23.


---

16 The title of this entire article was italicized; its italicization of the German is retained here.


17 The title of this entire article was italicized; its italicization of the Latin is retained here.


---

18 The author is placed here, rather than under “Deely,” to avoid confusing her as two different persons.


